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a b s t r a c t

Wireless sensor network (WSN) can be deployed in any unattended environment. With the new developed

IoT (Internet of Things) technology, remote authorized users are allowed to access reliable sensor nodes to

obtain data and even are allowed to send commands to the nodes in the WSN. Because of the resource

constrained nature of sensor nodes, it is important to design a secure, effective and lightweight

authentication and key agreement scheme. The gateway node (GWN) plays a crucial role in the WSN as

all data transmitted to the outside network must pass through it. We propose a temporal-credential-based

mutual authentication scheme among the user, GWN and the sensor node. With the help of the password-

based authentication, GWN can issue a temporal credential to each user and sensor node. For a user, his/her

temporal credential can be securely protected and stored openly in a smart card. For a sensor node, its

temporal credential is related to its identity and must privately stored in its storage medium. Furthermore,

with the help of GWN, a lightweight key agreement scheme is proposed to embed into our protocol. The

protocol only needs hash and XOR computations. The results of security and performance analysis

demonstrate that the proposed scheme provides relatively more security features and high security level

without increasing too much overhead of communication, computation and storage. It is realistic and well

adapted for resource-constrained wireless sensor networks.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) composing of a large num-
ber of sensor nodes can be deployed in any unattended environ-
ment, such as field observation, military battlefield and so on. In
the past decade, WSNs have gained great achievements both in
the academic circle and the industrial field. With the new
developed IoT (Internet of Things) technology, remote authorized
users are allowed to access reliable sensor nodes to obtain data
and even are allowed to send commands to the nodes in WSN.
Two aspects of this scene should be considered: On the one hand,
only legitimate users can access specific sensor nodes to obtain
data. On the other hand, the sensor node for access is required to
be verified as a legitimate one. In order to ensure the above two
points, mutual authentication between the user and the sensor
node is required in the protocol design. Although existing
schemes could provide perfect security transmission protocols
in the link and network layers, how to design an efficient mutual
authentication and key agreement scheme has not been well
addressed. Because of the resource-constrained feature of sensor
nodes in WSN, the mutual authentication and key agreement
protocol requires to be lightweight on the premise of secure.
ll rights reserved.

4.
Lightweight features can be reflected in the overhead of compu-
tation, communication and storage.

There are three main disadvantages of the traditional certifi-
cate-based authentication schemes in WSNs. Firstly, they all need
a third party public key infrastructure, which is inconvenient to
be deployed in WSN. Secondly, mutual authentication is based on
asymmetric encryption, resulting in high computation cost of
sensor nodes. Thirdly, the certificate validation operation is
online. Although some improved schemes based on elliptic curve
algorithm are proposed to reduce computational complexity,
additional security infrastructures are still required. Online access
to the CRL (Certificate Revocation List) for the certificate validity
verification also brings a single point problem. Meanwhile, it is
hard for the sensor node and the external infrastructure to set up
an end-to-end communication path. Improved schemes based on
offline CRL require each node to maintain a CRL list which is
updated based on CRL broadcasting by a trusted third party. This
is unrealistic for sensor nodes with limited storage and commu-
nication capacity. A large number of secret key sharing based
schemes have difficulties in distributing and updating keys. To
conclude, in order to achieve data accessing with authorization
and security, designing mutual authentication and key agreement
schemes is an important and difficult issue in WSNs.

Currently, some gateway node (GWN)-aid based authentica-
tion schemes are proposed, which make possible that the mutual
authentication and key agreement protocol has both features of
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Fig. 1. Five basic authentication models for WSNs.
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security and lightweight. GWN plays an important role in the
network. In order to further reach the specific sensor node,
remote users is required to reach GWN through Internet at first.
Contrary, sensing data from the sensor nodes firstly gets to GWN,
then further reaches the user end. If the data in the network is
made available to the remote user on demand, mutual authenti-
cation between them must be ensured before allowing the remote
user to access. With the aid of GWN, impenetrability of light-
weight mutual authentication is going to be possible. Because of
being usually deployed in harsh environments, authentication of
the gateway node is also necessary for the user and the sensor. As
in Fig. 1, there are five basic authentication models among the
user, GWN, and the sensor node.

All of them need four messages to implement mutual authenti-
cation. Among them, Fig. 1(d) uses the recursive style to achieve
mutual authentication among the user, GWN and the sensor node,
in which Steps 3 and 4 can be processed in parallel. Most existing
GWN-aid schemes are based on these five models. However, we find
that most of these schemes have more or less security flaws.
Because of unrealistic assumptions, some of them are not suitable
for the resource-constrained wireless sensor networks. Wong et al.
(2007) firstly proposed a hash based user authentication scheme,
which is less complex, lightweight and dynamic. But some research-
ers found that it is vulnerable to stolen-verifier, replay, and forgery
attacks. Das proposed a two factor method of user authentication
(Das, 2009), which has become a frequently cited literature in this
area of password based authentication (He et al., 2010; Khan and
Alghathbar, 2010; Chen and Shih, 2010; Yeh et al., 2011; Xu et al.,
2009; Song, 2010). Das’s scheme, which implements password
based authentication with the aid of GWN, is suitable for
resource-constrained WSNs. In the beginning of Das’s scheme, the
user provides his/her user identity and password. Then after the
verification, GWN issues a temporal credential for the user. When
authenticating a user again, the GWN has no need to search the
password with the key of its identity from the database. Meanwhile,
GWN has no need to store any security information. Protocol
processing only needs hash and XOR computations, with no addi-
tional symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. Das’s
scheme reduces the computational complexity, which applies to
resource-constrained sensor nodes and user equipments. Unfortu-
nately, this scheme has some security flaws and does not provide
mutual authentication and key agreement. A series of schemes are
subsequently put forward to improve it. He et al. (2010) proposed a
similar protocol as in Das (2009). Although this scheme enhances
password security, it did not essentially make up for the security
flaws. In Khan and Alghathbar (2010), the authors presented several
improvements. The first improvement is using hash value of the
password instead of directly using the password. The improvement
is reasonable, because in most password-based authentication
systems, the hash value of the user password, rather than the plain
password, is stored in the server. The second improvement is giving
a password updating method. But in Khan and Alghathbar (2010),
this improvement does not have practical significance, because the
password has no specific signification in the initial verification
process. The third one is providing mutual authentication among
GWN and the sensor node based on the assumption of having a pre-
shared key between GWN and each sensor node, which brings
storage and lookup overhead to GWN. GWN needs to share a unique
security key with each user and sensor node in Khan and Alghathbar
(2010). Chen and Shih (2010) provides mutual authentications
among the user, GWN, and the sensor node, but it is still vulnerable
to replay, forgery and Bypassing attacks. Yeh et al. (2011) proposes
an ECC-based user authentication and key agreement protocol. Xu
et al. (2009) and Song (2010) both provide Deffie–Hellman key
agreement (Diffie and Hellman, 1976) based mutual authentications
between the user and the sensor node. Besides increasing computa-
tional complexity, Yeh et al. (2011), Xu et al. (2009), and Song (2010)
also require additional storage overhead of public keys of other
sensor nodes or users.

In this paper we propose an temporal-credential-based mutual
authentication and key agreement scheme for WSNs. With the help
of password-based authentication, GWN can issue a temporal
credential to each user and sensor node. For a user, his/her temporal
credential can be securely protected and stored openly in a smart
card. For a sensor node, its temporal credential is related to its
identity and must privately stored in its storage medium. Further-
more, based on using temporal credentials, the proposed protocol
provides mutual authentication among the user, GWN, and the
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sensor node. Key agreement is implemented between the user and
the sensor node for secure remote access. The protocol only needs
hash and XOR computations, which not only meets the security
requirements, but also does not increase too much overhead. This is
suitable for the scenario that a legitimate remote user obtains sensor
data at any of the sensor nodes in WSNs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
give our proposed temporal-credential-based mutual authentica-
tion and key agreement scheme for WSNs in detail. Then in
Sections 3 and 4, we present security and performance analysis of
the protocol. At last, in Section 5, we provide some concluding
remarks.
2. Description of the proposed protocol

In this section, we will describe our proposed temporal-
credential-based mutual authentication and key agreement
scheme in detail. Before description, we firstly summarize the
notations used throughout this paper in Table 1.

Our proposed protocol has three phase: (1) Registration phase;
(2) Login phase; (3) Authentication and key agreement phase. We
will introduce them as follows:

(1) Registration phase: This phase has two parts, respectively
for users and for sensor nodes.

Assuming that each user has a secure password shared with
GWN. The identity of the user and hash value of his/her password
are stored on GWN’s side. Also, each sensor node is also pre-
configured a password, hash of which is stored in GWN’s side.

Firstly, we give the details of this registration phase for users.
In this phase, the user Ui submits his/her IDi, timestamp value TS1,
and HðTS1JHðPWiÞÞ to GWN in an open and public environment.
After the verification, the GWN issues a temporal credential to Ui.
We illustrate the Ui’s registration phase in Fig. 2, and describe the
steps as follows:
Step
U-1:
Table 1
Notations

Symbol

Ui

Ci, CGWN,

DIDi, DID

Hð�Þ

IDi

KGWN�U ,

KGWN�S

Ki, Kj

KEYij

GWN

PWi

PKSi, PKS

PKSj

Pi

PTCi

REGj

Sj

SIDj

TCi, TCj

TEi

TS

VIi

‘‘J’’

‘‘�’’
Ui-GWN: {IDi, TS1, VIi}. The user gets his/her current
timestamp value TS1, and computes

VIi ¼HðTS1JHðPWiÞÞ ð1Þ
in this paper (sorted alphabetically).

Definition

A user

Cj Conform information computed by Ui, GWN, Sj

GWN Dynamic identity of Ui, GWN

The hash operation

Ui’s identity

Private security parameters only known to GWN

Key sharing randomly chosen by Ui, Sj

Shard session key between Ui and Sj

The gateway node of the wireless sensor network

The password of the user Ui

GWN, Security information to protect key sharing computed by Ui,

GWN, Sj

Protected pseudonym of Ui

Protected temporal credential of Ui stored in the smart card

Registration information of Sj

A sensor node

Sj’s identity

A temporal credential issued by GWN to Ui or Sj

The expiration time of a user’s temporal credential

The timestamp value

Verification information of Ui

The bitwise concatenation operation

The bitwise XOR operation

1 Here

HðHðPWiÞÞ,

these mess
Then, Ui submits TS1, VIi and his/her IDi to GWN in an
open and public environment.
Step
U-2:
GWN-Ui: (Smart Card) {Hð�Þ, IDi, HðHðPWiÞÞ, TEi, TCi}.
After receiving the message, GWN checks whether the
transmission delay is within the allowed time interval DT .
Here, DT is an empirical value in our scheme. If the time
synchronization in the WSN can accurate to several minutes
(o5 min), we can set deltat ¼ 10 min. We assume the
current time is Tn

GWN . If Tn

GWN�TS14DT , GWN stops here
and sends REJ message back to Ui. Else, GWN continues to
take out its own copy of HðPWiÞ by using the key ‘‘IDi’’, then
GWN computes VIni ¼HðTS1JHðPWiÞÞ and verifies whether
VIni ¼ VIi. If not, GWN stops here; otherwise, GWN further
computes Pi, TCi and PTCi as follows:

Pi ¼HðIDiJTEiÞ

TCi ¼HðKGWN�UJPiJTEiÞ

PTCi ¼ TCi � HðPWiÞ ð2Þ

where TEi is the expiration time of the temporal credential
set by GWN or the trust third party (TTP). KGWN�U is the
GWN’s private key only known to GWN. TCi is the temporal
credential for Ui issued by GWN. At last, GWN personalizes
the smart card for Ui with the parameters: {Hð�Þ, IDi,
HðHðPWiÞÞ, TEi, PTCi}.1
Secondly, we give the details of the registration phase for
sensor nodes. Before the deployment, each sensor node Sj is
configured with its identity SIDj and its random password PWj.
After the deployment, the sensor node Sj submits its SIDj, time-
stamp value TS2, and HðTS2JHðPWjÞÞ to the GWN in an open and
public environment. After the verification of Sj’s legitimacy, GWN
issues a temporal credential TCj to Sj. We illustrate the Sj’s
registration phase in Fig. 3, and describe the steps as follows:
Step
S-1:
Sj-GWN: {SIDj, TS2, VIj}. The sensor node Sj gets its
current timestamp value TS2, and computes

VIj ¼HðTS2JHðPWjÞÞ ð3Þ

Then, Sj submits its SIDj, TS2, and VIj to GWN in an open
and public environment.
Step
S-2:
GWN-Sj: {TS3, REGj}. After receiving the message, GWN
checks whether the transmission delay is within the
allowed time interval DT . We assume the current time
is Tn

GWN . If Tn

GWN�TS24DT , GWN stops here and sends REJ
message back to Sj. Else, GWN continues to take out its
own copy of HðPWjÞ by using the key ‘‘SIDj’’. Then GWN
computes VInj ¼HðTS2JHðPWjÞÞ and verifies whether
VInj ¼ VIj. If not, GWN stops here; otherwise, GWN further
computes as follows:

TCj ¼HðKGWN�SJSIDjÞ

REGj ¼HðHðPWjÞJTS3Þ � TCj ð4Þ

where TS3 is the timestamp value, KGWN�S is the GWN’s
private key known only to GWN. TCj is the temporal
credential for Sj issued by GWN. Then GWN sends TS3

and REGj to the sensor node Sj.

Step
S-3:
After receiving the message, Sj checks whether the
transmission delay is within the allowed time interval
DT . We assume the current time is Tn

j . If Tn

j�TS34DT , Sj
, a smart card is not essential. As an alternative, GWN can send {Hð�Þ, IDi,

TEi, PTCi} to Ui over an open and public environment. Then Ui stores

age as a file, which is functionally similar to a smart card.



Fig. 2. Illustration of the registration phase of the user Ui.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the registration phase of the sensor node Sj.
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stops here. Otherwise, Sj continues to compute its tem-
poral credential TCj ¼ REGj � HðHðPWjÞJTS3Þ and stores it.
(2) Login phase: Ui inserts his/her smart card to a terminal, and
enters his/her IDi and PWi. The terminal validates IDi and PWi with
the stored IDi and HðHðPWiÞÞ in the smart card. If the entered IDi

and PWi are not matching, the smart card terminates the login
request. Otherwise, Ui passes the verification and can read the
information stored in the smart card. After the verification
passing, Ui compute to get TCi as follow:

TCi ¼ PTCi � HðPWiÞ ð5Þ

(3) Authentication and key agreement phase: This phase
achieves the goal of mutual authentication among the user,
GWN and the sensor node, which consists of three parts. Mean-
while, a session key is negotiated between the user and the sensor
node. Following the authentication model Model (d) described in
Fig. 1, there are three steps. The first step is the user’s legitimacy
verification by GWN. The second step is GWN’s legitimacy
verification by the sensor node. The third step is legitimacy
verification of the sensor node by the user and GWN. Besides
the mutual authentication, the data communication between the
user and the sensor node needs protection by encryption and
MAC (Message Authentication Code). This requires both parties
are able to securely negotiate the session key, which is not well
addressed in the previous related works. Here we give a simple
key agreement method which only uses hash function and XOR
operation. The security of key agreement depends on the cred-
ibility of GWN, so legitimacy verification of GWN is also impor-
tant for the user and the sensor node. We illustrate the
authentication and key agreement phase in Fig. 4, and describe
the steps as follows:
Step
1:
Ui-GWN: {DIDi, Ci, PKSi, TS4, TEi, Pi}. Ui generate a time-
stamp value TS4 and randomly chooses a key sharing Ki.
Then Ui computes as follows:

DIDi ¼ IDi � HðTCiJTS4Þ

Ci ¼HðHðIDiJTS4Þ � TCiÞ

PKSi ¼ Ki � HðTCiJTS4J‘‘000’’Þ ð6Þ

where, the use of the binary number ‘‘000’’ is in order to
securely distinguish HðTCiJTS4J‘‘000’’Þ and HðTCiJTS4Þ,
which is ensured by the feature of hash function.
Finally, Ui sends DIDi, Ci, PKSi, TS4, TEi, and Pi to GWN.
Step
2:
GWN-Sj: {TS5, DIDi, DIDGWN, CGWN, PKSGWN}. After receiv-
ing the message, GWN checks whether the transmission



Fig. 4. Illustration of the login phase, the authentication and key agreement phase.
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delay is within the allowed time interval DT . Assume the
current time is Tn

GWN . If Tn

GWN�TS44DT, GWN stops here
and sends REJ message back to Ui. Else, GWN compute as
follows:

IDi ¼DIDi � HðHðKGWN�UJPiJTEiÞJTS4Þ

Pn

i ¼HðIDiJTEiÞ

TCi ¼HðKGWN�UJPn

i JTEiÞ

Cn

i ¼HðHðIDn

i JTS4Þ � TCn

i Þ ð7Þ

If Cn

i aCi or Pn

i aPi, GWN rejects it and sends REJ message
back to Ui. Else, GWN accepts Ui’s login request and
computes:

Ki ¼ PKSi � HðTCiJTS4J‘‘000’’Þ ð8Þ

Then GWN chooses a nearby suitable sensor node as the
accessed sensor node (Sj, with the identity SIDj). GWN can
compute Sj’s temporal credential TCj(¼HðKGWN�SJSIDjÞ).
After that, GWN computes DIDGWN, CGWN and PKSij as
follows:

DIDGWN ¼ IDi � HðDIDiJTCjJTS5Þ

CGWN ¼HðIDiJTCjJTS5Þ

PKSGWN ¼ Ki � HðTCjJTS5Þ ð9Þ

where TS5 is a timestamp value. Finally, GWN sends TS5,
DIDi, DIDGWN, CGWN and PKSGWN to Sj.
Step
3:
Sj-Ui, GWN: {SIDj, TS6, Cj, PKSj}. After receiving the
message, the sensor node checks whether the transmis-
sion delay is within the allowed time interval DT . We
assume the current time is Tn

j . If Tn

j�TS54DT , the sensor
node rejects and stops here. Else, Sj computes as follows:

IDi ¼DIDGWN � HðDIDiJTCjJTS5Þ

Cn

GWN ¼HðIDiJTCjJTS5Þ ð10Þ
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If Cn

GWN aCGWN , Sj rejects and stops. Else, Sj confirms the
received message is from a legitimate GWN, and com-
putes:

Ki ¼ PKSGWN � HðTCjJTS5Þ ð11Þ

Then Sj generates a timestamp value TS6 and a randomly
chosen key sharing Kj. Then Sj computes Cj and PKSj as
follows:

Cj ¼HðKjJIDiJSIDjJTS6Þ

PKSj ¼ Kj � HðKiJTS6Þ ð12Þ

Finally, Sj sends SIDj, TS6, Cj and PKSj to Ui and GWN.

Step

4:

After receiving the message and passing the timeliness
verification of TS6, Ui and GWN can separately compute Kj

and Cn

j as follows:

Kj ¼ PKSj � HðKiJTS6Þ

Cn

j ¼HðKjJIDiJSIDjJTS6Þ ð13Þ

For GWN, if Cn

j ¼ Cj, it can confirm that Sj is a legitimate
sensor node. For the user Ui, if Cn

j ¼ Cj, he/she can confirm
that Sj and GWN are both legitimate.
Ui and Sj can separately compute the shared session key KEYij

as follow:

KEYij ¼HðKi � KjÞ ð14Þ

The security of KEYij depends on the credibility of GWN, so
GWN’s legitimacy must be verified by Ui and Sj. Further, we can
deserve the encryption key and the integrity protection key from
KEYij, which is mentioned in IETF RFC (2008).
3. Security analysis of our protocol

In this section, we summarize security analysis of our pro-
posed protocol and compare its security properties with some
related schemes. Our proposed scheme has the following main
security features:
A.
 Mutual authentication: Based on temporal credential signing
and issuing, our proposed scheme provides mutual authenti-
cation among the user, GWN and the sensor node. The mutual
authentication between the user and GWN is accomplished by
the openly and securely verification of the capability of
calculating temporal credential for the user. From Step 2 in
the authentication and key agreement phase described in
Section 2, GWN can verify the legitimacy of the user. From
Step 4 in the authentication and key agreement phase, by
checking whether Cj ¼ Cn

j , the user can verify the legitimacy of
the sensor node and GWN. This is because only legitimate
GWN can compute the identity and the key sharing of the user
and relay them to the sensor node. The mutual authentication
between GWN and the sensor node is accomplished by the
openly and securely verification of the capability of calculating
temporal credential for the sensor node. From Step 3 in the
authentication and key agreement phase, the sensor node can
verify the legitimacy of GWN based on checking whether
CGWN ¼ Cn

GWN . Also from Step 4 in the authentication and key
agreement phase, based on checking whether Cj ¼ Cn

j , GWN
can verify the legitimacy of the sensor node.
B.
 Resiliency of insider attacks and masquerade attacks: Because of
using one way hash function and Pi, the inside malicious user
Uf cannot get any knowledge of another user Ui’s password and
other security information. Also because of using Pi, Uf cannot
use his/her own security information to masquerade as Ui.
C.
 Password protection: Many users usually set semantic-similar
but different passwords in different systems. Using the hash
value of the user password can break the semantic relevance
and prevent leakage of security information. Also in our
proposed protocol, attackers cannot get KGWN�U and KGWN�S,
which are only used to compute temporal credentials for the
user and the sensor node.
D.
 Password updating/changing: After password based verification,
the password of each user does not appear in input parameters
of temporal credential computation. TEi is the expiration time
of TCi, which determines TCi’s updating time. Password updat-
ing/changing can happen in anytime, which will only affect for
re-issuing temporal credential in the next time. Before issuing
a new temporal credential, GWN needs to verify the legitimacy
based on the updated password. However in order to insure
having no need of designing temporal credential revoking
mechanism, we set TEi to be close to the issuing time. For
the particularity of the WSN application, its no need for the
sensor node to update/change its password after the
registration.
E.
 Identity protection: Using of DIDi and DIDGWN ensure that only
legitimate GWN and the sensor node who have TCj can
compute the right IDi. This can prevent the leakage of private
user identity to malicious attackers.
F.
 Key agreement: In certain wireless sensor network environ-
ments, encryption and MAC are required to protect the data
communication between the user and the sensor node. Both
parties need to negotiate the session key in advance. Some
related works provide key agreement schemes base on asym-
metric encryption system such as ECC and Deffie–Hellman key
exchange. In this paper, we only use hash function and XOR
operation to design a simple key agreement scheme.
G.
 Resiliency of stolen smart card attacks: We assume that a smart
card is stolen or lost, physical protection method cannot
prevent the malicious attacker to get the stored security
information {Hð�Þ, IDi, HðHðPWiÞÞ, TEi, PTCi}. But without input-
ting correct password PWi, the attacker cannot get right TCi.
After that he/she cannot provide right DIDi and Ci to GWN.
Therefore our proposed protocol can resist to stolen smart card
attacks.
H.
 Resiliency of GWN bypassing attacks: It is difficult to compute
DIDGWN and CGWN without TCj in the user side, so he/she cannot
bypass GWN to forge a verification message straightly to the
sensor node Sj. Without right message from GWN, the sensor
node cannot respond any other faked messages.
I.
 Resiliency of replay attacks: We introduce timestamp value in
our protocol to address the replay attacks.

Security properties of the proposed protocol, compared with
related works are summarized in Table 2.
4. Performance analysis of our protocol

The protocol implementation delay is mainly caused by the
authentication and key agreement phase. Main differences in the
protocol design compared with related works are also shown in
this phase. Therefore, we mainly discuss the cost of authentica-
tion and key agreement process of our proposed scheme and
related works in this section, including computation overhead,
communication overhead and storage overhead.

In brief, compared with the related works, while providing
relatively more security features and high security level, our
proposed protocol does not increase too much overhead.



Table 2
Security comparison of our proposed scheme and related schemes.

Items Ours Wong et al.

(2007)

Das

(2009)

He et al.

(2010)

Khan and

Alghathbar (2010)

Chen and Shih

(2010)

Yeh et al.

(2011)

Xu et al.

(2009)

Song

(2010)

Mutual authentication between each two of the user,

GWN and the sensor node

Y N N N Y Y Y Y Y

Resiliency of insider attacks Y Y N N Y N Y N N

Resiliency of masquerade attack Y Y N N Y N Y N N

Password protection Y N N Y Y N Y N Y

password updating/changing Ya N N Y Y N N Y Y

Identity protection Y N Y Y Y Y N N N

Key agreement Y N N N N N Y Y Y

Resiliency of stolen smart card attacks Y N N N N N N N Y

Resiliency of GWN bypassing attacks Y N N N N N Y / /

Resiliency of replay attacks Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y

Y: Yes; N: No.
a Users’ and sensor nodes’ passwords are not involved in computation of temporal credentials, so the function of temporal credential updating/changing is independent

of password updating/changing in our scheme.

Table 3
Computation overhead comparison of our protocol and some related works.

Protocols User GWN Sensor node
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4.1. Computation overhead analysis

First we defined two computational parameters as follows.
Ours 4THþ3TH 8THþ2TH 3THþ2TH
�
 TH denotes the time for the hash operation.

Das (2009) 3TH 4TH TH
�

Khan and Alghathbar (2010) 3TH 5TH 2TH

Chen and Shih (2010) 4TH 5TH 2TH

Yeh et al. (2011) THþ2TECC 4THþ4TECC 3THþ2TECC

Here, TH denotes the time for the hash operation; TECC denotes the time for the

encryption/decryption operation in ECC-160 algorithm.
TECC denotes the time for the ECC-160 encryption/decryption
operation.

For example in the environment (CPU: 3.2 GHz, RAM: 3.0 G),
we have run 100 times to get the average result. TECC is about 19
times faster than TH (TECC is nearly 0.45 ms on average when using
ECC-160. TH is nearly 0.02 ms on average when using SHA-1).

Table 3 gives computation overhead comparison of five pro-
tocols, in which our protocol and Khan and Alghathbar (2010),
Chen and Shih (2010), and Yeh et al. (2011) provide the function
of mutual authentication among the user, GWN and the sensor
node. Meanwhile, our protocol and Yeh et al. (2011) both provide
the key agreement process. Our proposed protocol requires 7TH

for the user (in which 3TH is related to the key agreement
process), 10TH for GWN (in which 2TH is related to the key
agreement process) and 5TH for the sensor node (in which 2TH is
related to the key agreement process). Compared with Khan and
Alghathbar (2010) and Chen and Shih (2010) which only provide
simple mutual authentication process, our protocol does not
increase too much computational complexity while providing
more security features. Yeh et al. (2011) provides the key agree-
ment process based on ECC encryption algorithm, which has large
computational complexity than hash functions.

Assume TH¼0.45 according to our test. Compared with Khan and
Alghathbar (2010) and Chen and Shih (2010), every sensor node in
the authentication and key agreement phase of our proposed
scheme require about additional 1.35 ms, which can be almost
ignored. Similar conclusion also applies to each users and GWN
who implement the authentication and key agreement phase.

4.2. Communication overhead analysis

For mutual authentication, our protocol and (Khan and
Alghathbar, 2010; Chen and Shih, 2010; Yeh et al., 2011) all
require four times of message transmission according to different
models described in Fig. 1. (Khan and Alghathbar (2010) uses
Model (a). Chen and Shih (2010) uses Model (c). Yeh et al. (2011)
uses Model (e). Our protocol uses Model (d).) In Model (d) Steps
3 and 4 can be done in parallel at the same time, which can cut
down some transmission delay. Assuming the length of the
identity of a sensor node is 128-bit, the length of each hash value
is also 128-bit, the length of the timestamp value is 24-bit. The
message send by each sensor node is 51-byte. compared with it,
the messages send by each sensor node in Khan and Alghathbar
(2010), Chen and Shih (2010), Xu et al. (2009) and Song (2010)
separately 19-byte, 16-byte, 35-byte and 51-byte. Because of
providing more security, the message transmission overhead is
increased accordingly, but the message send to GWN by each
sensor node (this message is also relayed to the accessing user) is
only a little longer than that in relate works. Nevertheless, this is
acceptable in the system design for sensor node in the WSN.

4.3. Storage overhead analysis

Storage overhead cannot be ignored in protocol design, espe-
cially for resource limited WSNs. In order to enhance security,
Khan and Alghathbar (2010) requires GWN to share a unique
security key with each user and each sensor node. All of these
security keys must be stored in GWN’s storage medium. During
the implementation of the protocol, the lookup operation to
search specific key is required by GWN. Chen and Shih (2010)
have no additional storage overhead but has some security flaws.
In Yeh et al. (2011), GWN needs to store and maintain public keys
of all users. In our scheme, the user needs to store the parameters
(Hð�Þ, IDi, HðHðPWiÞÞ, TEi, PTCi) in the smart card. These parameters
can be stored in an open and public environment. GWN needs to
keep KGWN�U and KGWN�S. The identities and hash values of
passwords of users and sensor nodes can be stored GWN or the
other TTP (Trust Third Party). Each sensor node needs to store its
identity and its temporal credential. After the registration phase,
its password can be removed from the memory.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a lightweight temporal-credential-
based mutual authentication and key agreement scheme for
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wireless sensor networks. In comparison with existing schemes,
our proposed protocol not only provides relatively more security
features and high security level, but also has low costs of
communication, computation and storage. This scheme is suitable
for the scenario that the legitimate user is allowed to access
sensor data in any specific sensor node in the environment of
resource-constrained wireless sensor network. The temporal
credential issued by GWN can be further modified to be issued
by a trust third party. This can further cut down the load of GWN.
In addition, there is only a centralized GWN in the network,
which could be performance and security bottleneck, our scheme
can be improved by design a decentralized GWNs.
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